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About Palaeography and Grapholinguistics

-shared field of research – the writing systems

-the goal of the palaeographic research – sometimes positioned   
 outside of the boundaries of linguistics 

-the script is replaced with writing

-different methodological approach, the invention of the so-called 
palaeographic categories



Glagolitic Script

-three kinds of origin theories: exogenous, endogenous and the 
author’s theory

 

-the author of the script – most probably st. Constantin

 

-Yonchev’s letter module shouldn’t be dismissed





Formation of the angular Glagolitic Script



Letter coordination in the linear system

-the minusculization process  

-transition to the four-line linear text organization 

-creation of the new letter module

  



Morphological changes in the script and the 
use of ligatures

-the process of the minusculization – transition from rounded to 

angular letter lines creating the change in the letter fields – bigger 

use of ligatures 



Graphetic organization

-the changes in the letter forms take place during changes in the 

visual transposition of texts. 

-in the liturgical angular Glagolitic punctuations were written 

frequently in the bottom middle of almost every blank space

-another use of punctuations – numeral marking





The use of abbreviations

-a method of saving time and space 

-the magnitude of difference in its use between observed scripts         

 became visible after the grapholinguistic-based research 





Cyrillic script

-based on the Greek Uncial Script, it developed during the First           

 Bulgarian Empire (end of the 9th – early 10th ct.) 

-the script’s minusculization in the 14th ct. is the most interesting          

 dynamic regarding the Croatian medieval literacy 

-research focus – development processes in the graphy and the         

 script of the Cyrillic charters and documents from Dubrovnik's Slavic  

 medieval office





Diplomatic minuscule 

-graphologically different from the  Ustav, a two-linear based               

 solemn version of Cyrillic, mainly used for liturgical purposes

-the transition from the two- to four-line linear text organization            

 conditioned the morphology of a significant number of letters in          

 the script which can be observed from the end of the 12th ct 





Charter of Tzar Ivan Asen the II.



Standardization of the diplomatic minuscule

-it took place in the 14th ct. 

-the last morphological change that can be related to the coordination       

  process – the rotation of the letter b for 90 degrees to the right 

-the morphological characteristic of the line elongation is visible in             

  numerous letters 

-another graphical characteristic that emphasizes the relationship             

  with the cursive script – the binding of letters



The Ragusans confirm the 
receipt of despot Đurađ 
Branković’s assets, 25. 1. 
1441. Scribe Nikša Zvijezdić, 
fragment

The Ragusans plea to 
countess Milica, despot 
Vuk and Stefan to watch 
out for their merchants 
captured by Turks, 1. 10. 
1397. Scribe Rusko 
Hristoforović, fragment





Abbreviations

-the frequency of abbreviations (specially ligatures) is relatively          

small compared to the Glagolitic script

-the most used abbreviations were superscripts, contractions,             

 and the combination of superscript and contraction
     
-the commonly spread examples include some of the liturgical             
 names and adjectives (h(ri)sta, s(ve)tihь, m(i)l(o)stь,                           
 g(ospo)d(i)nь), which can be related with the Jewish tradition of         
 avoiding the pronunciation of God’s name (jhvh)  



ōt, superscript

hr(i)sta, contraction

s(ve)t(a)gō d(u)ha, contractions

m(i)l(o)stь, contraction+superscript

g(o)s(podi)na, 
contraction+superscript

rê, ligature



Punctuation and capitalization, use of blank 

space and separation of the words in texts

- somewhat similar to the Glagolitic script

-the Cyrillic script had a smaller transition in the minusculization process, so we  

 can see the abandonment of scriptura continua earlier than in the Glagolitic 

-initials appear in a much smaller scale when compared to the Glagolitic              

 script 

-besides numerals, punctuations are also used in the text to end                           

 sentences and more extensive text chapters



Trade agreement between the 
Ragusans and Sultan Mehmet the II., 
7. 5. 1480., Istanbul (fragment) 



Instead of the conclusion

-the presented examples are just a fraction of the conducted               

 grapholinguistuically-based palaeographic research

-the intention was to present a solid blueprint of the topic and              

 promote the use of grapholinguistic method, which is relatively           

 new in the frame of the Croatian medieval palaeography 



Thank you for your attention!!!

(The end)
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